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including climate change, development
assistance, and the United Nations. The report
concludes with a review of economic and
cultural relations between the UK and Japan and
South Korea.
The Education of the Filmmaker in Africa, the
Middle East, and the Americas Nov 22 2021
Using case studies from Nigeria, Qatar, the
United States, the West Indies, and others, the
contributors to this volume examine aspects
such as audience response, film education for
children, and the impact on crime in the various
studios, clubs, film festivals, NGOs, peripatetic
workshops, and alternative film schools where
filmmaking is taught.
Choreographing the Global in European Cinema
and Theater Apr 03 2020 The book explores
European artists' critical engagement with the
images and stories that politicians and the media
use to advocate globalization.

Public Diplomacy in the Middle East Jan 13
2021
Global Security Nov 30 2019 This report is the
fourth in a series on global security, and
examines the foreign policy aspects of the
United Kingdom's relationship with Japan, the
Republic of Korea (South Korea) and the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North
Korea). The current political and economic scene
in Japan and South Korea is outlined. The
regional relations of Japan and South Korea are
then examined, including those with the United
States and China, trade agreements and regional
security forums. The focus on North Korea
covers the nuclear programme, human rights,
food security, regime reform and stability,
North-South Korea relations and military
matters. The involvement of Japan and South
Korea in international affairs is also scrutinised,
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Egypt, Indonesia, Iran, South Korea, Mexico,
Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and
Vietnam are generally recognised as part of this
grouping of emerging powers from the Global
South. While there is a consensus amongst
academics that emerging powers from the
Global South must have a stabilising role within
their own regions, previous analyses have
focused primarily on the impact that emerging
powers have had in their own regions’ conflict
resolution initiatives. This volume, instead, aims
to go beyond these analyses and provide new
insights regarding the effect that this stabilising
role has on the continental and global
positioning of emerging powers. In other words,
this book explores the relation between a
country’s involvement in conflict resolution
initiatives and its positioning in the international
system. The volume will contribute to this
approach using the perspective of academics
and practitioners from countries of the Global
South, particularly from states that have
strengthened - or sometimes weakened - their
position in the international hierarchy of power
through a leading role in regional conflict
resolution initiatives.
Science and Technology Initiatives in Poland and
Hungary Feb 11 2021
Exploring the Use of Open Data to Support
Citizen-led Initiatives for Sustainable Urban
Development in East Africa Sep 08 2020
A History of Modern Political Thought in East
Central Europe Nov 10 2020 A History of
Modern Political Thought in East Central
Europe, Volume II Part II examines the defeat of
the vision of 'socialism with a human face' in
1968 and the political discourses produced by
the various 'consolidation' or 'normalization'
regimes. It closes with pertinent questions about
the fragility of the democratic order globally.
Private Initiatives in Infrastructure Feb 23 2022
Focuses on concrete examples in specific
countries to draw useful lessons for strong
performance in telecommunications, power,
water and social infrastructure.
Macroeconomic Linkage Jan 01 2020 This
volume explores East Asia's macroeconomic
experience in the 1980s and the economic
impact of East Asia's growth on the rest of the
world. The authors explore the causes of capital
flows, changes in trade balances, and exchange

Handbook of Research on Curriculum
Reform Initiatives in English Education Mar
15 2021 Different regions of the world are
making increasing demands for educational
reform, especially when institutions are
dissatisfied with the level of proficiency of their
graduates. Since the realization of how
important English education is to global success,
reform to English education is becoming
progressively vital in societies all over the world.
The Handbook of Research on Curriculum
Reform Initiatives in English Education provides
research exploring the theoretical and practical
aspects of a variety of areas related to English
education and reform, as well as applications
within curriculum development and instructional
design. Featuring coverage on a broad range of
topics such as teachers’ roles, teaching methods,
and professional development, this book is
ideally designed for researchers, educators,
administrators, policymakers, interpreters,
translators, and linguists seeking current
research on the existing body of knowledge
about curriculum reform in English education in
an international context.
Handbook of Regional Conflict Resolution
Initiatives in the Global South Jun 29 2022
During the first half of the twentieth century, the
international system was largely dominated by
the USA and the colonial powers of western
Europe. After the two world wars, the political
and economic dominance of these states
guaranteed them and their allies an almost
complete control of world politics. However, as it
is the norm in the international system, power
structures are not immutable. After the end of
the Cold War, rapid changes to the existing
international hierarchies took place, as new
countries from the so-called ‘‘developing world’’
began to emerge as crucial actors capable of
questioning and altering the power dynamics of
the world. It is therefore unthinkable to ignore
emerging countries such as Russia, the People’s
Republic of China, India, Brazil or South Africa
in the decision-making process in today’s world
order. In addition, there is a group of smaller,
yet increasingly important countries that, while
acknowledging their inability radically to change
the rules of the international system, are still
eager to shift power relations and enhance their
influence in the world. Argentina, Colombia,
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rate fluctuations in East Asia and their effects on
other countries. These fourteen papers are
organized around four themes: the overall
determinants of growth and trading relations in
the East Asian region; monetary policies in
relation to capital controls and capital accounts;
the impact of exchange rate behavior on
industrial structure; and the potential for
greater regional integration. The contributors
examine interactions among exchange rate
movements, trade balances, and capital flows;
how government monetary policy affects capital
flows; the effect of exchange rates on industrial
structure, inventories, and prices; and the extent
of regional integration in East Asia.
Initiatives of Regional Integration in Asia in
Comparative Perspective Jul 31 2022 This
volume offers to compare and explain variances
of regionalism in Asia by disclosing the
distinctive features of regional arrangements
and how they evolved during the 1990s and
2000s against the background of a changing
global environment. Moreover, it takes up a
genuinely ‘inter-Asian’ perspective. By analysing
and comparing diverse manifestations of
regional integration agreements across Asia and
its different sub-regions, it sets out to track their
common characteristics and sub-regional facets
with respect to their establishment, design and
consequences. In addition, political processes
accompanying their negotiation and
implementation are scrutinized. The analysis
encompasses nine case studies written by
renowned scholars who together as a group
combine an extraordinary mixture of different
disciplinary backgrounds as well as expertise on
shapes and processes of regional integration in
different parts of Asia. The case studies seize on
some of the most important features and
controversial issues characterizing the second
regionalism. Such are the emergence and impact
of overlapping FTAs, regional financial and subregional economic integration and cooperation,
power and the politics of regional integration as
well as the nexus between conflict resolution,
state failure and regional integration.
Confidence Building Measures In The Middle
East Jul 07 2020
Preferential Trading Agreements in Asia Oct 22
2021 Contributed articles; presented at a
conference held by Indian Council for Research
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on International Economic Relations, New Delhi,
in March 2006.
African Initiatives in Religion Oct 02 2022
East-West Trade: Includes material from
business organizations, educational
institutions, and various publications May
05 2020 Considers S.J. Res. 169, to request a
review of restrictions contained in Export
Control Act and practiced by Export-Import
Bank, with a view to modifying them so that
trade in peaceful goods with Communist
countries may be increased.
U.S. arms control initiatives Aug 08 2020
Global Dynamics in Travel, Tourism, and
Hospitality Sep 28 2019 Worldwide, tourism is
the third largest economic activity in direct
earnings after petroleum and automobile
industries, and by far the largest one if indirect
earnings are also taken into consideration.
Taking into account the profound economic
impact the tourism and hospitality industries can
have on regions and cities around the world,
further research in this area is critical. Global
Dynamics in Travel, Tourism, and Hospitality
takes a holistic approach to tourism and
hospitality operations, education, and research.
Highlighting the latest research in the field, realworld examples of how these industries are
shaping economic development as well as future
outlooks and opportunities for growth, this
publication is an essential reference source for
researchers, professionals, and graduate-level
students.
Al Urdun Jun 25 2019
China into the Hu-Wen Era Sep 20 2021
East Asia and the Trials of Neo-Liberalism Mar
03 2020 A much-needed examination of the
impact of neo-liberalism in East Asia in the years
since the 1997 to 1998 Asian Economic Crisis.
These leading contributors tackle the nature of
neo-liberalism, and the forces and institutions
driving it. With fresh case studies of Indonesia,
Thailand, South Korea, Malaysia, China and
Vietnam, showing how domestic elites are
critical to the ways in which the neo-liberal
agenda is manifested, modified and rejected.
They also engage with the key question of why
there has been a dramatic restructuring of state
and economic power, with some elements of
domestic elites having been decimated, others
reinventing themselves, while important new
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elements have been constituted. This book was
previously published as a special issue of the
leading Journal of Development Studies.
Peace through Tourism Jul 19 2021 Peace
through tourism refers to a body of analysis
which suggests tourism may contribute to crosscultural understanding, tolerance and even
peace between communities and nations. What
has been largely missing to date is a sustained
critique of the potential and capacities of
tourism to foster global peace. This timely
volume fills this void, by providing a critical look
at tourism in order to ascertain its potential as a
social force to promote human rights, justice and
peace. It presents an alternative
characterisation of the possibilities for peace
through tourism: embedding an understanding
of the phenomenon in a deep grounding in multidisciplinary perspectives and envisioning
tourism in the context of human rights, social
justice and ecological integrity. Such an
approach engages the ambivalence and
dichotomy of views held on peace tourism by
relying on a pedagogy of peace. It integrates a
range of perspectives from scholars from many
disciplinary backgrounds, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), tourism industry
operators and community, all united by an
interest in critical approaches to understanding
peace through tourism. Additionally diverse geopolitical contexts are represented in this book
from the USA, India, Japan, Israel, Palestine,
Kenya, the Koreas, Indonesia, East Timor and
Indigenous Australia. Written by leading
academics, this groundbreaking book will
provide students, researchers and academics a
sustained critique of the potential and capacities
of tourism to foster global peace.
Library 2.0 Initiatives in Academic Libraries
Dec 12 2020
Revolution In East-central Europe Jun 05
2020 The tumultuous events of 1989 marked a
turning point in world history. The events which
led to the destruction of the Berlin Wall and
signalled the death of Communism need to be
understood in terms of the time and ideology of
the period. This book provides an analysis of that
episode in history.
U.S. Trade Policy Objectives and Initiatives
Oct 10 2020
Report of the United States Senate
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Delegation May 17 2021
International Heritage and Historic
Building Conservation Jan 31 2020 The
majority of books in English on historic building
conservation and heritage preservation training
are often restricted to Western architecture and
its origins. Consequently, the history of building
conservation, the study of contemporary
paradigms and case studies in most universities
and within wider interest circles, predominantly
in the UK, Europe, and USA focus mainly on
Europe and sometimes the USA, although the
latter is often excluded from European
publications. With an increasingly multicultural
student body in Euro-American universities and
with a rising global interest in heritage
preservation, there is an urgent need for
publications to cover a larger geographical and
social area including not only Asia, Australia,
Africa and South America but also previously
neglected countries in Europe like the new
members of the European Community and the
northern neighbour of the USA, Canada. The
inclusion of the ‘other’ in built environment
education in general and in building
conservation in particular is a pre-requisite of
cultural interaction and widening participation.
International Heritage and Historic Building
Conservation assesses successful contemporary
conservation paradigms from around the world.
The book evaluates conservation case studies
from previously excluded areas of the world to
create an integrated account of Historic Building
Conservation that crosses the boundaries of
language and culture and sets an example for
further inclusive research. Analyzing the
influence of financial constraints, regional
conflicts, and cultural differences on the
heritage of disadvantaged countries, this
leading-edge volume is essential for researchers
and students of heritage studies interested in
understanding their topics in a wider
framework.
U.S. Environmental Initiatives in Eastern
Europe Nov 03 2022
The Economics of the Enterprise for ASEAN
Initiative Oct 29 2019 The Enterprise for
ASEAN Initiative (EAI), as envisaged in 2002 by
the Bush administration, is set to be a landmark
in U.S.-ASEAN trade relations. This study
provides a detailed background and a map to the
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unfolding negotiations. It includes: a detailed
review of the U.S.-ASEAN economic relationship,
beginning with coverage of the U.S.-ASEAN
trade in goods globally and ending with an indepth analysis of the changing structure of
bilateral trade in services; reviews of theories of
FTAs and empirical testing of the economics of
the EAI itself. Using the USSFTA as a reference
point, this study identifies and highlights the
special bilateral issues that will likely be
involved in the ongoing EAI FTA negotiations.
The EAI is considered in the context of a
changing global, Asia-Pacific and sub-regional
environment. Finally, the book makes a case for
the EAI, focusing on policy motivations - that is,
as a defensive strategy for ASEAN and a
proactive commercial policy approach for the
United States - as well as a strategic imperative
for both. The Economics of the Enterprise for
ASEAN Initiative is intended to inform
governmental, and nongovernmental policymakers, trade analysts, economists, and
researchers who need to have a comprehensive
guide to this major trade initiative.
Changing Security Dynamics in East Asia Apr 27
2022 This original and detailed collection
explores how regional actors deal with
uncertainties that are inherent to the current
geopolitical situation in East Asia. The
contributors collectively demonstrate that
strategic uncertainty has become a major factor
in the shaping of the security order in East Asia.
U.S. Policy Toward Eastern Europe And The
Soviet Union Aug 27 2019 This volume consists
of a collection of essays written by Professor
Byrnes between 1956 and 1988. The papers vary
considerably in focus and include policy issues
that were significant at the time, with the Cold
War analyses around the post-war containment
theory. In addition, there is a consistent
viewpoint and argument in Byrnes reflections on
East-West relations. A central theme throughout
the collection is the essential correctness of U.S.
foreign policy toward the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe between 1946 and 1988.
The New Africa Initiative Jul 27 2019 This
publication comprises the proceedings of the
1997 and 1998 workshops held in Addis Ababa
and Nairobi on the 'New Africa Initiative', which
was initiated in July 1996 with the support of the
Ford Foundation Governance and Civil Society
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Programme for Eastern Africa. The initiative set
out to advance mutually beneficial interaction
among key governmental, civil society and
knowledge generating institutions and
individuals. It was a project cooperatively led by
organisations with a view to fostering a creative,
tolerant and democratic culture in the younger
sections of the population in East Africa, and to
promote democratic constitutions and peoplecentred politics. This publication intends to
communication and discuss in some detail the
ideas, objectives and conclusions of the
initiative. It includes contributions on museums,
ethnicity and democracy; democracy and conflict
preservation; development through media; and
the contributions of the media to the initiative.
The contributors include Jonathan Moyo and
Tade Aina.
Milestones in Green Transition and Climate
Compatible Development in Eastern and
Southern Africa Apr 15 2021 It is widely
recognised that climate change poses significant
serious threats to sustained economic growth
and agricultural development, poverty reduction,
food security and political stability globally.
Nowhere are these challenges more marked
than in Africa where two-thirds of all available
land is classified either as desert or dry land, in
relation to which the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) (2013) has classified
the continent as the most vulnerable to climate
change variability. This anthology is a product of
a call from OSSREA to collate evidence based
researches in a book in a bid to assess how far
countries in eastern and southern Africa are
implementing the UNFCCC, Rio+20, Agenda 21
and other global and Africa-wide decisions
concerning the need to address climate change.
This will contribute to post-2015 development
agenda for sustainable development goals
(SDGs), in which climate change and disaster
risk reduction will be priority areas of focus. We
hope this book will serve as a valuable tool for
experts, advisers and policymakers in pursing
effective green growth policies and practices
and achieving climate compatible development
and in doing so inspire readers to choose a more
sustainable pathway for humanity. It will also
help in looking at climate change as both a
challenge and opportunity for development.
Further, this book aims at stimulating more
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research in climate compatible development and
climate financing which have put most countries
at crossroads.
Monetary and Financial Cooperation in East Asia
Sep 01 2022 This edited volume evaluates the
prospects for monetary and financial
cooperation in East Asia after the crises in the
developed countries (2008 in the US, 2010 in
Europe)
East European Economic Assessment: Regional
assessments Jun 17 2021
Resolving Crises in East Asia Through a
New System of Collective Security May 29
2022
Changing Higher Education in East Asia Aug 20
2021 East Asia is a most dynamic region and its
fast developing higher education and research
systems are gathering great momentum. East
Asian higher education has common cultural
roots in Chinese civilization, and in indigenous
traditions, each country has been shaped in
different ways by Western intervention, and all
are building global strategies. Shared
educational agendas combine with long political
tensions and rising national identities. Hope and
fear touch each other. What are the prospects
for regional harmony-in-diversity? How do
internationalization and indigenization interplay
in higher education in this remarkable region,
where so much of the future of humanity will be
decided? Experts from Australia, China
mainland, Hong Kong SAR, Japan, South Korea,
Taiwan, the UK and Vietnam probe these
dynamics, with original perspectives, robust
evidence and brilliant writing. Changing Higher
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Education in East Asia deepens our
understanding of internationalization and
globalization agendas such as world-class
universities and international students. It takes
readers further, exploring the role of higher
education in furthering the global public and
common good, world citizenship education, the
internationalization of the humanities and social
sciences, geopolitics and higher education
development, cross-border academic mobility,
the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on regional
student mobility, and future regionalization in
East Asia.
Profiles of Electronic Networking Initiatives
in Africa Dec 24 2021
Conflict and Compromise in East Germany,
1971–1989 Mar 27 2022 This extensively
researched empirical analysis of the GDR in the
years 1971-1989 challenges current historical
interpretations of GDR history. It focuses on four
social groups - youth, women, writers and
Christians - to highlight the stability of this
socialist society until 1987. The strength of the
regime is shown to have been based on a
continuously negotiated process of give-and-take
involving major parts of the population.
Citizens' Initiatives in Europe Jan 25 2022 An
exploration and analysis of the regulation and
practices of citizens' initiatives in eleven
European democracies and the EU. The
contributors to this volume shed light on how
citizens' initiatives influence patterns of political
agenda-setting in representative democracies
and how they can contribute to participatory
democracy.
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